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The automotive industry is unquestionably evolving at considerable pace
whether through advances in connectivity and autonomy in vehicles,
developments in the way that consumers access and use vehicles or changes
driven by the "electric revolution" and the unprecedented industry disruption
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Through our series of articles, “Views on an evolving automotive industry”, we
will look at some of the legal, regulatory and compliance issues that arise from
these unprecedented changes.
In this second article of the series, Veronica Roberts, Ruth Allen and Sam Poole
of our London Competition, Regulation and Trade team look at the key
competition law challenges currently faced by the industry. We focus in particular
on the trend towards increased consolidation and collaboration, the growing
importance of data and digital platforms, and contractual arrangements
associated with new business opportunities, for example, the growth of mobility
services and the licensing of key technology.
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Why competition law matters
The automotive industry has been the subject
of a number of high-profile competition
investigations in recent years, and remains a
focus for many competition authorities
worldwide. The risks associated with
infringement are significant, including large
fines, potential damages claims, serious
reputational damage and – for the individuals
involved – the possibility of imprisonment.
Focus on automotive parts cartels
Anti-competitive conduct in the
automotive parts sector has been in the
global competition spotlight in recent
years, with over 30 investigations
undertaken by authorities in jurisdictions
across Europe, the US and Asia. Fines
imposed by the European Commission
alone have totalled more than €2bn to
date, including fines of €953m in relation
to an automotive bearings cartel, and
€368m in relation to an occupant safety
systems cartel.
Many of the companies involved are now
also facing follow-on damages claims in
multiple jurisdictions, which – if
successful – could potentially result in
very significant payouts.
Ensuring compliance with competition law in
dealings with both customers and competitors
is therefore of paramount importance. Whilst
such obligations are not new, the business
opportunities arising as the industry evolves
are likely to present significant new challenges.

For example, greater collaboration between
industry participants is likely to be key to
developing new technologies and sharing the
associated risk and capital expenditure, but it
will be critical to ensure that any such
collaboration does not infringe competition
laws prohibiting anti-competitive agreements,
or fall foul of applicable merger control
regimes. Other key areas of potential
competition law risk are likely to include the
growing importance of data and digital
platforms, potential use of algorithmic pricing,
and new contractual arrangements associated
with, for example, shared mobility services
and the licensing of key technology on
“FRAND” terms.1
We expect the trend towards increased
consolidation across the automotive industry
to continue and indeed to be accelerated by the
economic fallout of the COVID-19 pandemic
(with almost all components of the industry
likely to witness this consolidation: the OEMs
themselves, the parts makers, retailers and
distributors, and new technology players). Such
consolidation will likely trigger merger control
review in one or more jurisdictions, and where
substantive competition concerns arise
competition regulators may ultimately prohibit
a transaction, or only allow it to proceed
subject to conditions.
Against this background, it is imperative to
take a pro-active approach to competition law
compliance, identifying key areas of risk and
addressing potential concerns.

1 Owners of standard-essential patents are generally required to licence their use on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms, generally referred to as “FRAND” terms.
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Increased collaboration and
co-operation
Responding to the challenges faced by the
evolving automotive industry by seeking
increased collaboration and co-operation with
other market players may often appear to make
clear commercial sense, given the huge costs
involved with, for example, the move towards
electrification and autonomous vehicles.
Forming “strategic alliances” may also result in
potentially significant benefits for consumers,
both in terms of the speed at which
technological advances can be made, and the
quality of the resultant product offering.
Ford and Volkswagen’s expanding
“strategic alliance”
Ford and Volkswagen announced a
strategic global alliance in January 2019,
initially in relation to the manufacture of
trucks and commercial vans. This was
subsequently extended to include
autonomous and electric vehicles, as
well as new mobility services.
Described as a “coopetition” model by
Ford’s CEO, the partnership is intended to
save money on shared engineering whilst
remaining competitors when bringing
products and services to market.
For example, Ford will gain access to
VW’s “MEB toolkit”, a platform for
electric vehicles, but will bring its own
vehicles to market independently. The
two companies have also teamed up in
terms of investment in Argo AI, a start-up
developing a self-driving system for
integration into autonomous vehicles:
Volkswagen invested US$2.6bn (in cash
and assets) in July 2019, acquiring a
minority stake from Ford, which had
previously invested US$1bn in 2017. The
two car-makers will continue to operate
separate autonomous-vehicle businesses,
but both intend to use Argo’s software.
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There are currently numerous examples of this
approach in the automotive industry: for
example, Ford and Volkswagen have formed a
wide-ranging “global strategic alliance” (see
box); Honda and GM Cruise are working
together on autonomous vehicles; and
Mercedes and BMW have formed a series of
joint ventures in relation to mobility services.
Depending on how such alliances are
structured, they may or may not trigger
merger control rules. Where merger control is
triggered in one or more jurisdictions, a formal
notification and clearance process will need to
be followed (as illustrated by, for example, the
Mercedes/BMW mobility services joint
ventures; see further below).
However, where merger control rules do not
apply – for example, because a joint venture is
not sufficiently “full-function”– careful
consideration still needs to be given to
whether the proposed arrangements may
infringe competition laws prohibiting
anti-competitive agreements.
Competition law generally prohibits
agreements which have as their object or
effect the prevention, restriction or distortion
of competition, unless the pro-competitive
effects of the agreement can be shown to
outweigh the harm caused and are passed on
to consumers. Whilst there are some limited
exemptions relating to, for example, R&D2
agreements and certain agreements relating
to the motor vehicle aftermarket,3 it is
extremely important to obtain legal advice
prior to entering into any agreement which
could potentially raise competition concerns
(whether or not the “agreement” is formally
recorded in writing).
It is also important to note in this regard that
the temporary relaxation of competition laws
relating to co-ordination and co-operation
between competitors in certain limited
sectors4 due to the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic should not be interpreted as a
general relaxation of the rules: at the time of
writing (June 2020), no specific exemptions
have been announced for the automotive
industry in the context of the pandemic, and
strict compliance with competition law
remains as important as ever.

2 i.e. agreements whereby competitors agree to share and/or sub-contract R&D initiatives with each other. See for example Commission Regulation (EU) No 1217/2010 of 14 December 2010 on
the application of Article 101(3) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to certain categories of research and development agreements.
3 C
 ommission Regulation (EU) No 461/2010 of 27 May 2010 on the application of Article 101(3) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to categories of vertical agreements and
concerted practices in the motor vehicle sector. This so-called “block exemption” regulation is currently under review, with an evaluation report due by 31 May 2021.
4 F or example, the UK government has enacted legislative orders to exclude the application of the prohibition on anti-competitive agreements to certain arrangements relating to dairy products,
groceries, healthcare and ferry services. In a similar vein, the European Commission has issued a “Temporary Framework” on cooperation arrangements aimed at addressing shortages during the
COVID-19 pandemic, with a particular focus on medicines and medical equipment.
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Particular care should be taken in relation to
agreements with competitors (or potential
competitors), known as “horizontal”
agreements. As a general rule, these are more
likely to give rise to competition concerns and
attract the attention of regulators. High risk
areas to watch out for include agreements
which seek to share markets or customers,
fix prices, or limit production, technical
development or investment, as well as the
exchange (or even one-way disclosure) of
competitively sensitive information.

Navigating merger control rules
Over 120 jurisdictions worldwide now have
merger control regimes, in many cases
requiring mandatory notification and
prohibiting implementation of a transaction
prior to clearance. These rules can also apply to
the creation of certain types of joint ventures or
strategic alliances. Where merger control rules
are triggered, this can have significant
implications for deal documentation and
timing. For transactions which potentially give
rise to substantive competition concerns, the
stakes are even higher: competition regulators
may ultimately prohibit a transaction, or only
allow it to proceed subject to conditions.
So-called “mega-mergers” involving OEMs
have traditionally run into difficulties due to
the size of operations, geographic distinctions,
entrenched contrasting engineering cultures
and even political interference (as seen
recently in relation to the initially proposed
merger between FCA and Renault, which
collapsed in June 2019 after the French
government intervened to delay approval). As
a result, strategic alliances and partnerships
falling short of a formal merger have generally
been the preferred option to date (as
discussed in the previous section).
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PSA/FCA
French car manufacturer PSA and Italian
rival FCA confirmed their intention to
merge in October 2019. The deal has
required notification in 24 jurisdictions,
including in the EU, US, Japan and Brazil,
with the clearance process expected to
take at least 12-15 months.
Bruno Lemaire, the French Finance
Minister, has described the merger as an
"important step to create a European
champion . . . to respond to the challenges
of sustainable mobility".
On 17 June 2020, it was announced that
the deal will be subject to an in-depth
investigation from the European
Commission as to the effects of the
merger on the commercial vans sector.
Any such deals will also inevitably attract
significant scrutiny from competition regulators,
although the current degree of fragmentation in
terms of OEM market shares – at least on the
basis of product market definitions relied upon
to date5 – is likely to be helpful in terms of
increasing the likelihood of clearance ultimately
being obtained. To the extent that any
consolidation directly results from the economic
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, there may
also be greater potential for the use of the
so-called “failing firm” defence in the context of
distressed M&A, although competition
authorities have so far cautioned against placing
too much reliance on such arguments.6

However, the increasing pressures facing the
automotive industry, and the huge challenges
posed by the move towards electrification,
mean that the economies of scale offered by
such deals may be becoming a more attractive
proposition. Indeed, the proposed PSA/FCA
merger stands to create the world’s fourth
largest car-maker.

5 I n Peugeot/Opel (Case M.8449, decision 4857/2017/EEA), the European Commission raised the possibility that relevant product markets in automotive manufacturing could potentially be
segmented further than the nine types of car generally used in previous merger assessments, in particular to provide for differentiation of EVs (possibly even with sub-segments for different types
of electrification). In that particular case the European Commission ultimately left its determination of the relevant product market open, on the basis that there would be no lessening of
competition even on the narrowest possible definition. However, this decision is illustrative of the potential for the European Commission, and other regulators, to revise their approach to market
definition (with a potentially very significant impact on calculation of market shares) as the automotive industry evolves.
6 In circumstances where a target is failing financially and would have inevitably exited the market absent the merger in question, the impact of the merger on competition may be assessed against
that scenario, rather than against the prevailing conditions of competition. In April 2020 the UK Competition and Markets Authority issued guidance emphasising that the COVID-19 pandemic
has not brought about any relaxation of the standards by which it assesses mergers or its investigational standards.
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BMW/Daimler AG mobility services
joint ventures
In November 2018 the European
Commission approved – subject to
conditions – the creation of six joint
ventures between BMW and Daimler
relating to mobility services, including
free-floating car sharing services (i.e.
allowing customers to pick up and drop
off the car anywhere within a certain
delimited area in a given city) and ride
hailing services.
Following an in-depth investigation, the
European Commission concluded that
the proposed transaction would raise
competition concerns for car sharing in six
cities, namely Berlin, Cologne, Düsseldorf,
Hamburg, Munich and Vienna. In
particular, it was concerned that Daimler
and BMW would have the ability and
incentive to shut out rival providers of
integrator apps (which aggregate several
different transport options including
free-floating car sharing) as well as rival
car sharing providers.
To address its concerns, the European
Commission required the parties to
grant application programming interface
(“API”) access to third party aggregator
platforms for mobility solutions (so
that they could also re-direct users to
Daimler and BMW's car sharing
services), and also grant access to
Daimler’s "moovel" integrator app to
interested car sharing providers.
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Competition authorities will also continue to
monitor closely joint ventures which do not
amount to “mergers” in the traditional sense,
but which may nonetheless fall within the
scope of merger control rules, depending on
the precise structure used and the degree of
autonomy enjoyed by the joint venture on
the market.
Less “high-profile” mergers at other levels of
the automotive supply chain are also likely to
continue to attract regulatory attention, across
a wide range of markets, including those
affecting for example supply of spare parts,
repair services and distribution.
Finally, it is also important to be aware that
acquisitions of (or significant investments in)
technology companies which would not
traditionally be considered to be part of
“automotive” markets are also likely to be
scrutinised much more closely. Digitisation
and technological advances will clearly be a
core component of the future development of
the automotive industry, and such acquisitions
may ultimately bring benefits for consumers.
However, would-be purchasers should be
prepared for greater scrutiny of acquisitions of
promising tech start-ups, particularly in the
fields of electrification and connected and
autonomous vehicles, against a backdrop of
increased focus on so-called “killer acquisitions”
in the digital economy more generally.7
Whilst not all investments or shareholding
acquisitions will necessarily trigger formal
merger control review, particularly where the
target’s turnover is low and/or only a minority
shareholding is acquired, it is important to
consider at the outset the potential application
of merger control rules in all potentially relevant
jurisdictions. Where merger control review is
triggered, early identification of potential issues
and engagement with regulators will be key to
minimising risk.

7 “ Killer acquisitions” involve the acquisition of a promising start-up or smaller company which has the potential to become a significant competitor in the future. The extent to which existing merger
control frameworks need to be amended to ensure that the impact of such acquisitions on competition can be appropriately reviewed is currently a “hot topic” amongst competition regulators.
Both Germany and Austria have recently amended the jurisdictional thresholds of their merger control regimes to take into account transaction value, rather than focussing on target turnover. In
the UK, the CMA has shown itself willing to take a broad approach to both the “share of supply” test and the concept of “material influence” in order to assert jurisdiction.
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BMW/Daimler/Audi acquisition of
Nokia’s HERE mapping service
In October 2015 the German competition
authority cleared the acquisition of HERE
Technologies, a mapping service by a
consortium of BMW, Daimler and Audi.
High-precision maps are of critical
importance for autonomous driving, with
HERE being described in the press release
accompanying the announcement of the
transaction as playing a “key role in the
digital revolution of mobility”.
The investigation focussed on whether
the merger could lead to an exclusion of
other car manufacturers from the supply
of digital maps, and whether HERE’s
competitor TomTom could be denied
access to car manufacturers and
automotive suppliers in the future.
The subsequent decision of Chinese
mapping company Navinfo to abandon
plans to buy a 10% stake in HERE
Technologies in September 2017,
following opposition from CFIUS – the
Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States – also illustrates the
importance of having regard to foreign
investment rules alongside merger
control regimes in this context.

New sources of market power:
data from connected vehicles and
mobility as a service platforms
Vehicles are increasingly becoming connected
to facilitate real time updates to navigation
systems, to manage and update car systems
and monitor for maintenance needs, or to
deliver communication and new infotainment
services to passengers, with further rapid
expansion anticipated with the adoption of 5G.
These connected vehicles can collect huge
amounts of data.
Collection of customer data does not give rise
to competition law concerns in itself. However,
data as a potential source of market power is
already firmly on the radar of competition
authorities worldwide, and questions
surrounding access to data from connected
vehicles – in particular for third parties seeking
to provide services to consumers – are
increasingly on the agenda. This issue extends
far beyond traditional aftermarket services
relating to repair and maintenance; access to
data from connected cars is likely to be of
interest to mapping companies, telecom and
media companies and insurance companies,
amongst others.
Concerns have been raised that the
“extended vehicle” model for access to data
supported by OEMs (under which all in-vehicle
data is directly transmitted to a proprietary
server of the respective OEM) could lead to
self-preferencing, excessive pricing,
discriminatory access terms, and the
imposition of exclusive dealing obligations.
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This is an evolving area, as competition
authorities grapple with the application of
existing competition law frameworks to new
scenarios, and the interface between
competition and data privacy laws. It has been
suggested that data from connected vehicles
could be treated as an “essential facility” with
the OEM “owner” of the data deemed to hold a
dominant position requiring it to grant access
to the data on FRAND terms. However, there
are a number of potential difficulties with such
an approach, and it remains to be seen
whether the issue will ultimately be addressed
through sector-specific regulation.
Increased use of platforms to pursue new
business opportunities, in particular in relation
to “mobility as a service”, may also give rise to
competition law concerns relating to market
power. Whilst there is no prohibition on
achieving a certain level of market power per se,
companies deemed to be in a “dominant”
position in a particular market (typically a
market share of 40% or more) have special
responsibilities under competition law not to
abuse that position. If a provider of mobility
services were considered to be dominant,
concerns could potentially arise if, for example, a
bundled financing/credit/insurance/repair/
servicing model was adopted. Whilst
competition authorities generally recognise that
tying or bundling different products and services
can give rise to efficiencies and ultimately
benefit consumers, a detailed assessment
would need to be undertaken to ascertain the
risk of anti-competitive foreclosure.
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Contractual arrangements
associated with new business
opportunities
Even in the absence of any position of market
power, the application of competition law may
also need to be considered in the context of
contractual arrangements associated with new
business opportunities which emerge as the
automotive industry evolves.
For example, the exclusive appointment of an
asset manager/supplier for the operation of a
shared mobility service could potentially give
rise to competition law concerns depending on
the duration of the exclusivity provisions and
the market shares of the parties. Potential
concerns could also arise in the context of
licensing agreements relating to technologies
used in connected and autonomous vehicles,
where interconnectivity and interoperability
requirements mean industry standards are
needed and related “standard essential
patents” (SEP) must be licensed on FRAND
terms. Disputes often arise in practice as to
what FRAND terms should look like.
Competition law may be invoked in such cases
alleging abuse of dominance, as illustrated by
the ongoing investigation by the European
Commission into whether Nokia is infringing EU
competition law by allegedly refusing to licence
SEPs used in communications standards for cars
to car parts makers on FRAND terms.
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Ever-increasing risk of
competition damages litigation
The last few years have seen a huge increase in
the private enforcement of competition law in
Europe, and multi-million damages claims are
now a prominent feature of the competition
landscape (in addition to the continued risk of
private actions in North America, where such
litigation has long been common).
“Follow-on” damages claims, relying on an
infringement finding by the European
Commission or a national competition
authority, are now routinely brought by
customers and/or competitors in national
courts. In the UK, an “opt-out” class action
regime introduced for competition cases in
October 2015 is also gaining momentum, with
seven opt-out applications currently pending
determination. The amount of damages
claimed in such actions can dwarf the
administrative fine imposed by the
competition authority.
There has also been a rise in the use of
competition law by competitors and
customers to bring “stand-alone” challenges to
allegedly anti-competitive behaviour in the
courts (seeking monetary or injunctive relief),
in particular in the context of commercial
disputes. So-called “hybrid” claims, which
combine follow-on damages actions with
additional stand-alone claims, are also on
the increase.
Against this backdrop, the prospect of private
actions needs to be factored into companies’
risk management strategies and into the
conduct of competition investigations from the
outset (including decisions on the issue of
whether to apply for leniency). This is a
complex and rapidly evolving area, often
complicated by the possibility of parallel
claims being brought in multiple jurisdictions.
The formulation of a cross-border claim or
defence strategy requires careful
consideration of the strategic and tactical
impact of rules relating to matters such as
jurisdiction, applicable law, limitation periods,
evidence and quantification of damages,
disclosure obligations and contribution claims.
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Competition damages litigation:
challenges and opportunities
Where a competition infringement
decision is reached, it is increasingly likely
that damages litigation will follow. A
high-profile example in the automotive
industry is the ongoing litigation
stemming from the European
Commission’s 2016 settlement decision
regarding competition law infringements
in the trucks sector. In the UK, the
proceedings include two applications for
a collective proceedings order (“CPO”,
akin to a class action) before the
Competition Appeal Tribunal. In May
2019 both CPO applications were
adjourned pending an appeal to the
Supreme Court regarding the test to be
applied at the certification stage of
collective proceedings in an unrelated
competition damages claim (Merricks v
Mastercard). That appeal was heard in
May 2020, with judgment now awaited.
However, the rise of private enforcement
also presents opportunities for
companies who have suffered loss as a
result of anti-competitive behaviour, or
who want to challenge such behaviour.
For example, numerous carmakers
including BMW, Daimler, PSA Peugeot
Citroen and FCA have filed damages
claims in the UK and Germany following
on from the 2014 European Commission
infringement decision relating to a cartel
in the supply of steel ball bearings used in
the automotive industry. Issues relating
to disclosure of relevant documents are
currently being heard by the UK High
Court in respect of FCA’s £100m
damages claim, with a hearing due to
resume in July 2020.

https://www.herbertsmithfreehills.com/
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our-expertise/sector/shared-mobility
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